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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In this thesis, we shall develop a geometric interpretation of three-dimensional 

(3-D) acousto-optic interaction, where the incident light and sound fields are 3-D 

in nature. Korpel et al. have recently developed a formalism which expresses the 

angular spectrum of the diffracted light field in terms of the angular spectra of incident 

light and sound, in the form of an integral [1]. However, an analytical solution 

for this expression exists for only a: few special cases of incident spectra. Another 

shortcoming of this expression is the para:xial assumptions used in its rather involved 

derivation. Our geometric analysis will also express the spectrum of the diffracted 

light field in terms of the two incident spectra. However, the derivation will be brief 

and physically intuitive, with no paraxial assumptions or involved mathematics. An 

efficient numerical algorithm will also be presented which uses the results from our 

geometric analysis, in order to compute the diffracted light field for arbitrary incident 

light and sound fields. 

Chapter II begins with an introduction to the concept of the angular plane wave 

spectrum and how it is propagated. The focus of the chapter then shifts to acousto

optics. The quantum mechanical interpretation of acousto-optic interaction is dis

cussed. The results from the quantum mechanical interpretation allow the derivation 
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of the wave vector digram, which will be used in the next chapter to form the basis of 

our geometric interpretation of 3-D acousto-optic interaction. The last two sections 

will show how the spectrum of the diffracted light can be expressed in the 2-D and 

the 3-D case. 

Chapter III focuses on the development of the geometric interpretation of 3-D 

acousto-optic interaction, which allows us to express the angular plane wave spectrum 

of the diffracted light in the form of an integral. A flowchart will follow which describes 

the numerical algorithm that can use this integral to compute the diffracted light 

field for arbitrary incident sound and light fields. The chapter ends by discussing the 

solution for a system of three nonlinear equations, which is essential for deriving the 

diffracted light spectrum. The last section will briefly discuss the Gaussian quadrature 

numerical integration method. 

In chapter IV, we will use a partial implementation of the numerical algorithm 

to simulate anastigmatic Bragg diffraction imaging. We will compare our results 

with those obtained using ray tracing methods. We will also compare our results for 

the diffracted light spectrum with the one developed by Korpel et al. described in 

Chapter II. 
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CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND THEORY 

2.1 The Angular Plane Wave Spectrum 

In the discussion that follows, we represent light and sound fields as time inde-

pendent phasor quantities, using the physics convention where the real field, u(r, t), 

is related to the phasor U ( r), as 

u(r, t) = Re{U(r) exp( -jwt)}. (2.1) 

Other conventions that are used are that scalar and vector quantities are designated 

by plain and bold type, respectively. Also, phasor quantities are denoted in upper 

case bold type. 

Let the complex field distribution across the XY plane, at z = 0, be represented by 

U(x, y, 0), as shown in Fig. 2.1. The two-dimensional (2-D) forward Fourier transform 

of the z = 0 plane is defined as [2]: 

l +oo r+oo 
Ao(/x, /y) = -oo 1-oo U(x, y, 0) exp[-j27r(fxx + /yy)] dx dy. (2.2) 

The definition of the Fourier transform used is the one common in electrical engi-

neering. Just as Ao(/x, /y) is the forward Fourier transform of U(x, y, 0), U(x, y, 0) 

is said to be the inverse Fourier transform of A 0 (fx, /y), which may be expressed 
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X 
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z 

Direction of 
Propagation 

Fig. 2.1: Complex amplitude in XY plane 

mathematically as (2]: 

(2.3) 

The last equation shows that the field U(x, y, 0) can be viewed as a linear superpo-

sition of plane waves moving in various directions, since the equation for an unit-

amplitude plane wave ,P, propagating in the direction of k, the wave vector, is simply 

(3] 

,P(r) = exp(jk · r ). (2.4) 
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In Cartesian coordinates, the wave vector k is given by k = kxax + kyay + kzaz, and 

the position vector r by r = xax +yay+ zaz. These cartesian forms of K and r can 

be substituted into Eq. (2.4) to obtain 

,P(x, y, z) = exp(jK · r) = expfj(kxx + kyy + kzz)]. (2.5) 

By substituting kx = 27r fx, ky = 27r /y, and letting z = 0, the equation becomes 

identical to the exponential term in Eq. (2.3), 

,P(x, y, 0) = exp[j27r(fxx + /yy)]. (2.6) 

Therefore the complex field U(x, y, 0) consists of a superposition of plane waves, each 

traveling in a unique direction, with kx, ky, and kz given by: 

(2.7) 

Where the latter expression follows from the fact that k; + k; + k~ = k2 , and k = 27r / .\. 

Each plane wave is also weighted by a complex factor Ao(/x, /y), which is called the 

angular spectrum of U ( x, y, 0). 
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2.2 Propagation of the Angular Spectrum 

The function U(x, y, 0) is the complex field of the disturbance across the z = 0 

plane. Suppose the complex distribution at a different XY plane is desired, given by 

U ( x, y, z). A method is needed to find the propagated field U ( x, y, z) from U ( x, y, 0). 

One such method uses the angular spectrum. The functions of interest are A 0 (fx, f 71 ) 

and A(fx, !71 , z), which are the spectrum at z = 0 plane and the propagated spectrum 

respectively. The spectrum at z = 0 plane is given by Eq. (2.2), and the propagated 

spectrum can be written as [2] 

(2.8) 

or 

Thus the propagated spectrum can be found by multiplying the original spectrum 

with a propagator term. The propagator, which acts as a dispersive phase filter, 

reflects the change of phase that each component of the angular spectrum undergoes 

upon propagation. This is true when the quantity under the square root is positive, 

or 

(2.10) 

If, however, fx and f 71 satisfy 

2 2 1 
fx + JY > ,\2' (2.11) 
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then the argument of the exponential function becomes real and negative, and waves 

for which this condition applies are known as evanescent waves, which are strongly 

attenuated along the Z axis. The boundary between the two conditions corresponds 

to waves which satisfy 

(2.12) 

Under this condition the propagator vanishes and causes no phase shift, since the 

plane waves are traveling in a direction normal to the Z axis. 

Finally, the propagated complex field U ( x, y, z) can be found by taking the inverse 

Fourier transform of the propagated spectrum: 

(2.13) 

or 

U(x, y, z) L:~L:~ Ao(fx,fy)exp (i 2
; .j1- (Afx) 2

- (Ajy)2 z) 
X exp[j27r(fxx + fyy )] dfx dfy· (2.14) 
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2.3 Azimuth and Elevation Angles 

Previously it was shown that the direction of a plane wave can be specified by its 

cartesian wave vector components or by its spatial frequency components. Another 

way to specify the direction of a vector is by means of azimuth and elevation angles. 

Let k and K represent the wave vector corresponding to a plane wave of light and 

sound, respectively. In general, lower case letters will be used to denote light variables, 

while upper case letters will denote sound variables. The convention regarding the 

3-D coordinate system is as follows: plane waves of light move paraxially in the +Z 

direction, while plane waves of sound move paraxially in the +X direction. This 

convention regarding the nominal direction of travel of the plane waves and their 

azimuth and elevation angles is depicted in Fig. 2.2. 

The direction of propagation for a wave vector of light can be specified by using 

the angles ¢> and ¢>'. The azimuth angle ¢>is the angle between the vector k and its 

projection on the YZ plane. Similarly, the elevation angle ¢>' is the angle between 

the vector k and its projection on the X Z plane. For specifying the direction of 

propagation for a wave vector of sound, ; and ;' are used. The azimuth angle ; is 

the angle between the vector K and its projection on the XY plane. Similarly, the 

elevation angle ;' is the angle between the vector K and its projection on the X Z 

plane. Both the incident and the diffracted plane waves of light will be defined by 

the angles¢> and¢>', but a subscript of +1 (diffracted) or i (incident) may be added 
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to eliminate ambiguity. The relationship between the three ways of expressing the 

directions of the sound vector K, and the light vector k is given by: 

sin 4> 
kx 

Ajx = k' (2.15a) 

sin 4>' 
ky 

Ajy = k' (2.15b) 

y 

X 

(a) 

y 

X 

(b) 

Fig. 2.2: Azimuth and elevation angle for (a) light and (b) sound 
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Kz 
(2.15c) Sill/ AFz = K, 

• I 
Sill/ 

Ky 
AF11 = K, (2.15d) 

where A and A are the wavelengths of light and sound respectively. Regardless of 

the convention used to specify the direction of a wave vector, only two variables are 

needed to completely specify the direction of propagation in 3-D space, since the 

magnitudes of k and K are known. 

2.4 Wave Vector Diagram 

The interaction between light and sound can be modeled as an inelastic collision 

between photons and phonons (quanta of sound) [4, 5]. This quantum mechanical 

viewpoint can be used to derive the wave vector diagram. For upshifted diffraction, a 

photon collides with a phonon and a new scattered photon is generated. The incident 

photon and phonon are annihilated. The following equation indicates the particles 

before and after the collision: 

photon + phonon -----+ photon . ._,_.... 
old new 

(2.16) 

From Eq. (2.16), the conservation of energy for this process can be expressed as 

(2.17) 
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where the energy of each particle is given by the Planck's constant multiplied by 

its frequency. The subscripts i and +1 denote incident light and scattered light 

respectively. Here n represents the sound frequency in radians/sec and w is the light 

frequency in radians/sec. Dividing both sides of Eq. (2.17) by n, the frequency of 

the scattered photon is found to be sum of the frequencies of the incident light and 

sound. In other words, the frequency of the incident photon has been "upshifted" by 

the collision, 

(2.18) 

Another important relationship, from which the wave vector diagram can be de

rived, is found from the equation of conservation of momentum for the collision pro

cess, given by 

(2.19) 

The particle momentum is a vector quantity and is given by the Planck's constant 

multiplied with its wave vector. Again, the Planck's constant can be dropped, so that 

(2.20) 

and the result expresses one vector as the sum of two other vectors. This expression 

is depicted in Fig. 2.3. The result is known as the wave vector diagram for upshifted 

diffraction. The vectors in the diagram are not shown to scale, since the magnitude 

of vector K is typically much smaller than the magnitude of ki or k+l. The angle <!>B 
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Fig. 2.3: Wave vector diagram for upshifted diffraction 

is defined as the Bragg angle, and from Fig. 2.3, 

~B = sin-1 (~) = sin-1 ( 2~), (2.21) 

where the unbolded variables k and K represent the magnitudes of these vectors. It 

is also assumed that lkil ~ lk+II = k. 

The Bragg angle is usually very small. In a typical configuration consisting of a 

helium-neon laser and a 40MHz sound source interacting in a glass medium (index of 

refraction is 1.5), the wavelengths of light and sound are approximately 422nm and 

100j.tm respectively. From Eq. (2.21 ), the Bragg angle is found to be only 2.11 X 10-3 

radians. Therefore small angle approximation may be used and Eq. (2.21) becomes 

(2.22) 
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The quantum mechanical interpretation of downshifted diffraction assumes an 

incident photon colliding with a phonon, creating one scattered photon and one new 

phonon. The incident photon is annihilated. The following equation indicates the 

particles before and after the collision: 

photon + phonon ---+ photon + phonon +phonon . ----old new old 

(2.23) 

From Eq. (2.23), we may express the conservation of energy for downshifted diffraction 

in the following form: 

(2.24) 

After simplifications, we obtain 

(2.25) 

where the subscript -1 denotes downshifted diffraction. An equation describing the 

conservation of momentum for downshifted diffraction can also be obtained from 

Eq. (2.23). After simplifications, this equation can be expressed as 

(2.26) 

and from it follows the wave vector diagram for downshifted diffraction (Fig. 2.4). 

In either upshifted or downshifted diffraction, the wave vector diagram shows that 

in two dimensions, given a plane wave of sound with wave vector K, a plane wave 
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K 

Fig. 2.4: Wave vector diagram for downshifted diffraction 

of light will interact with the plane wave of sound only if its k vector is at an angle 

of ¢>B with respect to the perpendicular of the sound vector. The k vector of the 

scattered plane wave of light will have an angle of 2</>B with respect to the k vector 

of the incident plane wave of light. 

For the remainder of this thesis, we will assume upshifted diffraction, although 

the techniques presented can be easily modified to treat the downshifted case. 

2.5 Two-Dimensional Acousto-Optic Interaction 

In this section, an expression describing weak 2-D interaction between plane waves 

of light and sound will be presented. Weak interaction assumes that rescattering is 

negligible, which implies that the incident photon can only be scattered from the 
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zeroth to the + 1 order, but rescattering of the + 1 order photon to higher orders or 

back to the zeroth order is considered unlikely. 

In two dimensions, the wave vector diagram can be used to describe the direction 

of propagation of the interacting wave vectors. Let the 2-D interaction occur in the 

X Z plane. In this case, only the azimuth angles are needed to specify the direction of 

propagation of the wave vectors. Given a diffracted plane wave of light propagating 

with azimuth angle 4>+1, the azimuth angles of the incident light and sound plane 

waves are given by [6): 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

To illustrate the result, let 4>+1 = lf>B· From Eq. (2.27), the other two angles are 

l/>i = -4>B and 1 = 0. This is exactly what is shown in Fig. 2.3, which depicts 

upshifted diffraction. 

The amplitude of the diffracted plane wave of light can be shown to be proportional 

to the product of the amplitudes of the incident plane waves of light and sound. This 

fact, together with the expression for the angles of the interacting plane waves, allows 

the expression for the spectrum of the diffracted light to be written in the following 

form [6): 

(2.29) 
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or, 

(2.30) 

where Ei is the incident light spectrum and Sis the sound spectrum. The interaction 

term is given by ( -0.25j kG), where C is an acousto-optic interaction parameter that 

depends on the material properties of the acousto-optic medium [6]. 

2.6 Three-Dimensional Acousto-Optic Interaction 

In two dimensions, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the three inter-

acting wave vectors. This is no longer true in the 3-D case, where a single diffracted 

plane wave of light is generally the result from a number of interactions between the 

incident light and sound plane waves. 

Interaction between plane waves of light and sound in three dimensions can be 

analyzed using the volume scattering integral [7], 

E+l(r) = PC jjj exp( ~jklr ~ r'l) S(r')Ei(r') dx' dy' dz'. 
81r r- r' 

(2.31) 

Such an expression is unwieldy since it involves a triple integration. Since both the 

light and sound fields must satisfy the Helmholtz equation, the triple integration can 

be reduced to a single integration. Such a treatment, developed by Korpel et al. [1], 
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which uses paraxial approximations in its derivation, is given by: 

EH(¢, ¢') - -0.25jkC 1.: E+- 2¢B + ( ~) 12", ,P'- ( ~) -r'] 

x S [ -H ¢B- -y',P' + ( ~r2", -r'] d ( r) . (2.32) 

This expression shows that, in order to find a particular plane wave of diffracted light, 

a single integration is performed over the product of the plane waves of incident light 

and sound indexed by 1', the integration variable. The integration is then multiplied 

with the interaction term ( -0.25jkC). The necessity of this single integration will be 

borne out in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 

GEOMETRIC ANALYSIS 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we have pointed out from previous results that 3-D in

teraction between plane waves of light and sound can be represented by a single 

integration. This integral was derived with the assumptions of paraxial sound and 

light fields [1]. In this chapter, we will focus on the development of a geometric in

terpretation of 3-D interaction, based on the well-known wave vector diagram. The 

result of this geometric analysis is an expression for the angular spectrum of the 

diffracted light, similar in form to the integral introduced previously, but without 

any implicit paraxial assumptions. The derivation of our integral is also brief and 

physically intuitive, whereas Korpel's derivation is very lengthy and mathematical. 

An algorithm will also be developed to compute the diffracted light field from ar

bitrary incident light and sound fields using the integral developed from the geometric 

analysis. 

3.2 Rotation of Wave Vector Diagram 

The wave vector diagram depicts the direction of propagation of a diffracted plane 

wave of light due to incident plane waves of light and sound. Therefore in two 
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dimensions, given a diffracted plane wave of light, the direction of propagation of 

the incident plane waves of light and sound are known. Thus there is a one-to-one 

correspondence between the three wave vectors. 

In three dimensions, the situation becomes more complicated. The one-to-one 

correspondence between the three vectors is lost. For every diffracted plane wave of 

light, we can find an infinite number of incident light and sound plane waves that 

satisfy the Bragg condition, and therefore will interact. This can be illustrated by 

rotating the wave vector diagram about the k+l vector, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The 

figure shows the loci of interacting light and sound wave vectors, resembling two 

Fig. 3.1: Rotation of wave vector diagram 

connected hollow cones in 3-D space, that can be found for every diffracted wave 

vector (k+1 ) of light. Each slice through the hollow cones represents one particular 
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instance of the rotated wave vector diagram. This rotation of the wave vector diagram 

forms the basis of our geometric model for 3-D acousto-optic interaction. 

To complete the analysis of the geometric model of 3-D interaction, it is necessary 

to obtain a mathematical description for the loci of interacting wave vectors. From the 

wave vector diagram, the dot product between the three vectors can be represented 

by 

Kk+I cos(1rj2- </>B)~ Kksin(</>B), (3.la) 

(3.1b) 

(3.lc) 

Working with cartesian coordinates, the three wave vectors can be rewritten in carte-

sian forms as follows: 

K (3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

(3.2c) 

By substituting Eqs. (3.2) into Eqs. (3.1), we obtain a system of three equations, 

20 

sin(!), 

cos ( ~)' 

(3.3a) 

(3.3b) 



-sin(~). (3.3c) 

In addition, 

Kx - K.jl- (Kz/K)2- (K,)K) 2 , (3.4a) 

(k;)z k.Jl- [(k;)xfk)2- [(k;)yjk)2, (3.4b) 

(k+t)z k.Jl- [(k+t)xfk)2- [(kH)y/k)2. (3.4c) 

Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.4) describe the loci of interacting plane waves of light and 

sound. There are six independent variables in the equations, (k+I)x, (kH)y, (k;)x, 

(k;)y, Kx, and Ky. For a diffracted plane wave of light propagating in the direction 

given by (k+t)x and (k+I)y, there are four unknowns left in the system of three 

equations. In order to solve the equations, it is necessary to eliminate one of the 

remaining unknowns by treating it as an index and assigning it a value (we will 

discuss this later). The solution of the three unknowns, together with the index 

variable, describes a single slice of the hollow cones. By varying the index variable, 

we can obtain the solution for any slice. 

The amplitude of the diffracted plane wave of light due to each slice is given by 

-0.25j kCSE;, where S and E; are the amplitudes of the incident plane waves of sound 

and light that form the slice. To find the overall amplitude of the diffracted plane 

wave of light, a sum is performed over the individual contributions from each slice. 
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With these considerations, and using K 11 as the integration variable, the diffracted 

plane wave spectrum can be expressed by the following integral: 

where Kz, (ki)x, and (ki)
11 

are the roots of Eqs. (3.3). This result is similar to that 

of Korpel et al. [Eq. (2.32)] with the exception that we reference plane waves by 

wave vector components, as opposed to azimuth/elevation angles, and the arguments 

of the spectra in Eq. (2.32) are essentially paraxial approximations to the roots we 

obtain from Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.4). 

3.3 Algorithm to Compute the Diffracted Field 

The geometric analysis of the 3-D acousto-optic interaction resulted in an integral 

that describes the diffracted spectrum. A numerical algorithm will now be presented 

that will use the integral to compute the diffracted field from arbitrary incident light 

and sound fields. The root solver, part of the algorithm that solves the system of 

equations, and the numerical integration will be discussed in more detail later on. 

The flowchart of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.2. 

Given an arbitrary incident sound and light field, the first step is to compute 

the angular spectra of the incident fields. The calculation of the spectrum requires 

the 2-D Fourier transform described in Chapter II. Here the spectrum is found by 
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applying the discrete version of the 2-D Fourier transform, using the 2-D Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) algorithm. The discrete spectra of the incident fields obtained are 

then stored in two 2-D complex arrays. The spectra in the two arrays are also phase 

referenced to the origin of the coordinate system. 

Looking at Fig. 3.2, three nested loops are used to compute the diffracted spec

trum. The two outer loops cycle through the full range of the angular spectrum of 

the diffracted light. For each particular diffracted plane wave of light, the integral 

in Equation 3.5 is evaluated numerically. The structure inside the two outer loops 

performs the numerical integration. A root solver is needed to solve the system of 

three equations for each value of (k+I)x, (k+I)y, and Ky. The integration method 

will sample the integrand a fixed number of times to obtain the answer, invoking the 

root solver each time. Thus an integration method that can converge to a solution 

with few iterations is desirable, since this will translate to fewer passes through the 

root solver, and hence quicker execution. Also note that the integration assumes that 

the integrand is a continuous function. Therefore, a 2-D interpolation routine resides 

between the integration routine and its access to the discrete spectrum. 

Once the diffracted spectrum (E+I) is found, it can be propagated by a distance 

d along the Z axis, and an inverse 2-D FFT can be applied to find the diffracted 

field within a certain XY plane at z = d. The result is stored in a 2-D complex ar

ray. It is also useful to obtain the representation of the diffracted field in the X Z plane 
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method" 

Fig. 3.2: Flowchart of the algorithm 
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(y=O). This can be achieved by calculating the diffracted field on the XY plane 

for a series of propagation distances along the Z axis. The result from each propa-

gation and inverse 2-D FFT is a 2-D complex array, and only they = 0 row in this 

2-D array is retained. These rows are then combined to form an array, which is a 

representation for the field in the X Z plane (y = 0). 

3.4 Solving the System of Equations 

Let us first rewrite the system of equations in terms of azimuth and elevation 

angles (see Fig. 2.2) by the following relationships: 

(k+t)x 
sin <I> +I 

( k+I )y . </>' (3.6) 
k k = sm +I 

(ki)x 
sin </>i ( ki )y = sin</>~ 

k k I 

Kz Ky . I 
- sm; K =sm; I< 

(k+t)z Vl - sin2 </>+1 - sin2 </>'+1 k 

(kiL Vl - sin2 </>i - sin2 </>~ 
k 
Kx Vl- sin2

;- sin2 
;' -

K 
I< 

<f>B· 2k 

The system of equations then becomes: 
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(3.7a) 

• I • ,1,.1 • ,1,. 
+SID { SID 'f'i = -SID 'f'B· (3.7c) 

The unknowns in the system of equations are now </>i, </>i, and 'Y· 

Eq. (3. 7a) can be manipulated into a quadratic equation in the unknown vari-

able sin 1. Let us simplify the equation by replacing the input variables and their 

combinations with constants: 

A - Vl - sin2 <I> +I - sin2 </>~1 , (3.8a) 

B - 1 - sin2 
(

1
, (3.8b) 

c sin <l>+b (3.8c) 

D • 4>1 • I 
SID +1 SID {, (3.8d) 

E sin <I>B· (3.8e) 

These same constants are also used within the computer program which will be in-
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troduced in the next chapter. After replacing the variables, Eq. (3. 7a) becomes 

(3.9) 

The quadratic nature of the equation becomes evident once both sides of the equation 

are squared. The result after squaring and collecting the terms is given by 

(3.10) 

Now it can be seen that sin 1 can be solved by finding the roots of the quadratic 

equation. Generally there are two solutions to the quadratic equation, thus a decision 

has to be made as to which solution is correct. Obviously if the absolute value of 

one of the solutions is larger than unity, then that solution is invalid. However, it is 

possible that both solutions are reasonable and a test is required to determine the 

correct solution. 

Now two equations remain and from them we would like to solve for the two 

remaining unknowns, </>i and ¢>~. However, unlike the solution for '' it is necessary to 

solve the two nonlinear equations simultaneously, since both equations are a function 

of the two unknowns. 

Again let us replace the input variables by constants, using the previously defined 

constants from A toE, and adding a few more definitions including the replacement 
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of the unknown variables sin tPi and sin (M by x and y, respectively, 

F Vl - sin2 1 - sin2 1', (3.11a) 

G sin 1', (3.11b) 

H Sin/, (3.11c) 

I • ¢>' Sln +l, (3.11d) 

K cos 2t/>B, (3.11e) 

X sin tPi, (3.11f) 

y • ¢>' Sin i· (3.11g) 

After squaring both sides of each equation and collecting terms, the results are 

+2EFx + 2FGxy + E 2 + H 2 = 0, (3.12a) 

-2/Ky- 2CKx- A2 + K 2 = 0. (3.12b) 

The two equations are of the form of a general quadratic equation. Depending on the 

constants, it may describe a circle, ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola in the XY plane. 

A closed-form solution is possible by using symbolic manipulation software such as 

Maple. This can be accomplished by combing Eqs. (3.7b) and (3.7c) into a quartic 
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equation, for which a closed form solution exists. Since this Maple software was not 

readily available when the computer program was initially developed, an iterative 

root solver algorithm was used instead. 

The iterative method used to solve the two nonlinear simultaneous equations is 

the Newton Raphson method [8). This technique is illustrated using the two functions 

!1(x,y) and h(x,y). The Jacobian J is defined in terms of their partial derivatives 

as follows: 

J= 

8/I 8!1 
8x 8y 
8h 8!2 
8x 8y 

(3.13) 

If the Jacobian is zero or near zero, the iteration is aborted. Two variables designated 

h and k give the step increment of each variable; they are defined by: 

- !1(x, y) 8!1 
8y 

-J2(x,y) 
8!2 
8y 

h= 
J 

(3.14) 

8!1 
- !1(x, y) 

8x 
8!2 

- !2(x, y) 
8x k= 

J 
(3.15) 

The values of x andy are updated by performing the following sum, 

Xi+l - Xi+ h, (3.16) 

Yi+l Yi + k. (3.17) 
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Each iteration involves the calculation of the Jacobian, the variables hand k, and the 

new values of x and y. The iteration is started by picking an initial value for both 

x and y. It is necessary for the inital guesses to be reasonably close to the actual 

solutions in order to guarantee convergence. Since Korpel's equation Eq. (2.32) does 

have analytic (paraxial) solutions for the two unknown variables, they are used as the 

inital guesses. Korpel's solutions for the two unknowns are 

(K) 1' <f>H - 2</>B + k 2' (3.18) 

<f>~t - ( ~) 1 1

• (3.19) 

Therefore the initial values for x and y are 

(3.20) 

Yo (3.21) 

3.5 Numerical Integration 

In order to calculate the diffracted spectrum using the integral in Eq. (3.5), a 

numerical integration is required. From the many types of numerical integration 

techniques available [9], the Gaussian Quadrature method was chosen. Instead of 

using equally spaced points along the integration range, Gauss' method relies on a 
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fixed and relatively small number of unevenly spaced points. There are different types 

of Gaussian quadrature depending on the number of points used. The formula for 

the seven-point version is as follows [10]: 

fb b- a 7 
Ja J(y )dy = -

2
- ~ Wij(yi), (3.22) 

(b-a) (b+a) 
Yi = -2- Xi+ -2- ' (3.23) 

where 

w4 = 0.4179591836735 

xs = +0.4058451513774 w 5 = 0.3818300505051 

X3 = -0.4058451513774 W3 = 0.3818300505051 

Xs = +0.7415311855394 Ws = 0.2797053914893 

x2 = -0.7415311855394 w 2 = 0.2797053914893 

X7 = +0.9491079123428 W7 = 0.1294849661689 

XI = -0.9491079123428 WI = 0.1294849661689. 

The integration of the interval from a to b can be divided into smaller subintervals 

with each subinterval integrated by the Gauss' method. 

The advantage of this method over other methods that use equally spaced points, 

such as Simpson's method or the trapezoidal method, is the relatively few iteration 

passes needed to converge to a solution. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

4.1 Bragg Diffraction Imaging 

In this chapter, we will use the numerical algorithm to simulate upshifted anastig

matic Bragg diffraction imaging as shown in Fig. 4.1. The incident light source is a 

cone of light focused to a point at the origin, with a large angular spread. The sound 

source Q is a quasi point source. Both sources are assigned Gaussian profiles. The 

diffracted light carries information about the spectrum of the sound source and hence 

about the sound field itself [11]. This sound image may be analyzed by ray tracing 

methods [12, 13], and we will use those results to compare with the results from the 

numerical algorithm. 

4.2 Ray Tracing Results 

Ray tracing can be used to analyze acousto-optic diffraction by modeling the light 

and sound fields by a collection of rays. Each ray travels in a direction perpendicular 

to the wavefronts of light or sound. Diffraction effects are ignored, and all rays travel 

in a straight line. Rays of light and sound that interact are exactly those which satisfy 

the angular constraints imposed by the wave vector diagram. 
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JC 

Q 
Incident sound 

Fig. 4.1: Bragg diffraction imaging 

A plot generated using computer ray tracing [14] is depicted in Fig. 4.2. The light 

source coming from the left is focused to the origin at point 0. The point source of 

sound is designated by Q. The plot shows that the resulting image is astigmatic, as 

the diffracted light rays passes through two distinct line foci. The line focus centered 

at Q' is the vertical focus, and its orientation is parallel to theY axis. The horizontal 

focus is centered at point Q". The horizontal focus can be shown, by geometrical 

arguments, to be colinear with the line that passes through both the origin 0 and 

the sound source Q [12]. Due to the Gaussian nature of both the light and sound 

sources, we would expect the profile of the diffracted light along both line foci to also 
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have a Gaussian profile, elongated along the orientation of the line foci, and centered 

about the point Q' or Q". 

. . . . . . . . . . Incident Rays 

····· 

Diffracted Rays 

Sound Rays 

Q' 

Vert. 
Focus 

y 

Q" 

Fig. 4.2: Ray tracing depicting Bragg diffraction imaging 

Analysis of Bragg diffraction imaging using ray tracing can be used to arrive at 

an analytical expression for the location of the two line foci [6]. Let the coordinate 

of the sound source Q be given by (Qx,O,Qz), then the point Q' is located at [6]: 

( ~) Qz sin 4>B + ( ~) Qx cos ¢B, (4.1a) 

( ~) Q x COS (; - 4> B) - ( ~) Q z sin (; - 4> B) j (4.1b) 
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and the point Q" is located at: 

Q~ ( ~) ( ~:) yfQ~ + Q~ cos [tan-• ( ~:)], 
Q: - ( ~ )( ~:) J Q~ + Q~ sin [tan -• ( ~:)] 

4.3 Implementation of the Numerical Algorithm 

( 4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

The Fortran program that implements the numerical algorithm is listed in Ap-

pendix A. The program listing shows two main routines, named "xzplane" and "xy-

plane." The first generates a data-file of the intensity distribution for the X' Z' 

plane, and the other generates a data-file of the intensity distribution for the X'Y 

plane (see Fig. 4.3). Only one of the main routines should be present in the source 

file when the program is compiled. The subroutines used by the program are named 

"ROOT," "KORPEL," "FFT" and "FFT2D." ROOT and KORPEL will be discussed 

shortly. FFT and FFT2D constitute the 2-D FFT routine. There are also two user 

defined functions in the program, "LIGHT" and "SOUND," which contain the ana-

lytic expressions for the angular spectrum of the two Gaussian incident fields (phased 

referenced to the origin). The purpose of these two functions will be discussed next. 

The structure of this program is a simplified version of that shown by the flowchart 

in Fig. 3.2, due to the fact that the main program does not read the incident light and 

sound fields from 2-D arrays. Instead, the program utilizes the analytic expressions 
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for the angular spectrum representations of the desired incident light and sound fields 

(Gaussian profile light and sound field). This is possible since the Fourier transform 

of a Gaussian can be easily obtained (the Fourier transform of a Gaussian is also a 

Gaussian). This eliminates the need to perform the initial 2-D FFTs. Also, if the 

incident spectra were discrete, then some form of 2-D interpolation would be required 

during integration. 

Another deviation of the program structure from the flowchart is the use of spatial 

frequencies fx, f 71 , and f 71 in the three nested loops, rather than using kx, k11 and k11 • 

The outermost loop indexed by fx was purposely centered about fx = ¢>B/). (f11 and 

F11 are centered about zero). This shift in the frequency domain causes a rotation of 

the phase reference plane about the Y axis as shown in Fig. 4.3, so that the direction 

of the Z' axis coincides with the nominal direction of the diffracted light. This 

rotation is necessary so that the scattered light spectrum remains centered within the 

window of the FFT array during the propagation routine. The relationship between 

the rotated coordinate system and the normal coordinate system can be expressed by 

the following matrix equation 

[ 
z' l [ cos </> B sin </> B l [ z l 
x' -sin </>B cos <!>B x 

(4.3) 

The window of the FFT was also shifted in the spatial domain in the +X' direction, 

allowing us to center the two foci in the middle of the FFT array. 
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' 
' 
' ' ' 

X 

---- z' 
....... -

Fig. 4.3: Rotation of the phase reference plane 

The root-solver algorithm (quadratic equation and Newton-Raphson iteration) 

was encapsulated in a subroutine (ROOT). Another subroutine (KORPEL), generates 

Korpel's solutions for if>i, if>i, and 'Y· From Eq. (2.32), we may write Korpel's solutions 

as: 

if>i ( K) ,~ 
if>H - 2if>B + k 2' (4.4a) 

¢>~ 1 ( K) 1 ¢>+1- k 'Y' ( 4.4b) 

'Y 
( K) 'Y

1

2 -if>+ if>B- 'Y
1¢>1 + - -k 2. ( 4.4c) 

The two subroutines allow the spectrum of the diffracted light to be calculated using 

Eq. (2.32) or Eq. (3.5). 
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There are two solutions to the first equation [Eq. (3. 7a)) from the system of equa

tions. Initially, the correct solution was determined by substituting each solution back 

into the equation and verifying whether it was a zero of the equation. Eventually a 

correlation was observed between the solution picked and the sign of fx· From this, 

a rule was created for determining the correct solution, which is as follows; when fx 

is positive, the solution of the quadratic equation with a plus sign in front of the 

square root term is chosen, otherwise the other solution is chosen. This rule was 

incorporated into the program as part of the ROOT subroutine. 

Currently the program does not perform any tests to see how well the ROOT 

subroutine is working, or how close the iterated solutions are to the zeroes of the 

system of equations. However, those tests were implemented initially and the data 

obtained was found satisfactory. Later versions of the program had the test routines 

removed to speed program execution. After each call to the ROOT subroutine, the 

tests calculate the system of equations after replacing all the variables by their nu

meric value. The results from all three equations should be very close to zero. The 

maximums for each equation were recorded as a measure of the worst case. 

The test routines also computed the three unknowns </>i, </>~, and ; using the 

KORPEL subroutine. The maximum discrepancy between corresponding results from 

each subroutine were again recorded. 
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From Table 4.1, we can see that the ROOT subroutine performs very well. The 

maximum zero for Eq. (3.7a) is very small, and that is to be expected since the first 

equation has an analytic solution. The maximum zeroes for Eq. (3. 7b) and Eq. 

(3.7c), using the results computed by the Newton-Raphson routine, are small enough 

to be adequate. 

Table 4.1: Maximum zeroes for the system of equations 

Eq. (3.7a) 6.32600859E-07 

Eq. (3.7b) 1.12525704E-04 

Eq. (3.7c) 1.19239092E-04 

Table 4.2 reveals that Korpel's solutions for </>i and </>~, the initial guesses for 

Newton-Raphson routine, are very close to the exact solutions for our system of 

equations. On the other hand, the angle 1 shows a much larger discrepancy. This 

fact caused us to be suspicious of the Korpel's solution for I· 

The program also recorded the number of "early exits" from the Newton-Raphson 

routine due to very small Jacobians. The result from the tests showed 376033 early 

exits out of a possible 688128. An early exit does not imply that the Newton-Raphson 

method was skipped in its entirety, but rather after a certain number of iterations 

(a maximum of five) within the Newton-Raphson routine, the Jacobian became too 

small and thus it became necessary to exit the routine, and the solutions from the 
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Table 4.2: Maximum discrepancy between the results 

Angle Radians 

1 2.71481514E-01 

</>i 7 .46734440E-03 

<l>i 1.52716897E-02 

previous iteration were used as the final iterated solutions. In all cases, this early exit 

was attributed to the closeness of the initial guesses to the actual solutions. 

The numerical integration method used was the seven-point Gaussian quadrature 

method. The range of integration was determined by examining the range of 1' for 

a particular spread in the incident light spectrum. The integration interval is then 

divided into six subintervals and each is integrated using the seven-point Gaussian 

quadrature. 

After the program has completed the three nested loops, the result is a complex 

2-D array representing the spectrum of the diffracted light in the X'Y plane at z' = 0. 

Each point in this array is then multiplied with a linear exponential phase term to 

shift the array spatially in the +X' direction. The required amount of shift was 

obtained by use of geometric ray tracing techniques. Without shifting, the features 

of interest, which are the center of the vertical and the horizontal foci, may not lie at 

the center of the FFT array. 
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By propagating the diffracted spectrum and using the inverse 2-D FFT, the pro

gram can calculate the intensity distribution in the X'Y plane at an arbitrary z', or 

the intensity distribution in the X' Z' plane. The intensity distribution calculated by 

the program is stored in a data file as a 64x64 array. This data file was then used 

by Mathematica to generate the various plots. Detailed information on Mathematica 

can be found in [15]. 

4.4 Results from the Numerical Algorithm 

Fig. 4.4 indicates the planes depicted by the plots to follow. Note that theY axis 

points out of the page. The figure also shows the center of the two line foci labeled as 

Q' and Q". A line joining the points Q' and Q" (Q'Q") indicates the nominal direction 

of the diffracted light. This line is located in the X Z plane, and makes an angle of 

4>B with respect to the Z axis. The rotated coordinate system allows us to propagate 

the spectrum along the line Q'Q", which depicts the nominal direction of propagation 

of the diffracted light. Also the window of the FFT was shifted in the +X' direction 

to center it about the line Q'Q". For a plot of the intensity distribution in the X'Y 

plane, a propagation distance needs to be specified in order to find the intensity of the 

light field at a particular X'Y plane along Q'Q". In order to prove that the horizontal 

or the vertical foci are located at the positions predicted by Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), the 
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Fig. 4.4: Planes shown by the plots 

X'Y plane plots were generated using a propagation distance that corresponded to 

the coordinates given by Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). 

A plot of the X'Y plane at the vertical focus is shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, where 

one is a magnitude plot and the other is a contour plot. The plane shown by the two 

plots are represented in Fig. 4.4 by the short solid line which crosses the point Q'. 

Each unit in either axis represent 67.5JLm. And each tick mark on the plot represents 

two units. The center of the X' axis in the plot (x' = 32), due to shifting, corresponds 

to 0.844JLm. 

From the magnitude plot, the Gaussian profile of the line focus is evident, and 

the contour plot shows that it is indeed oriented parallel to the Y axis as predicted. 
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Fig. 4.5: Magnitude plot along the vertical focus 

r 
4.32!un ....................................... ....... ,.. 

1111111('-------- 4.32!un -----•~1 

Fig. 4.6: Contour plot of the vertical focus 
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The center of the line focus is at the center of the plots. This is the desired result 

since the plot represents the intensity of a plane centered about the point Q'. 

The horizontal focus is depicted in Figs. 4. 7 and 4.8. The plane shown by those 

plots is indicated in Fig. 4.4 as the short solid line that crosses the point Q". The 

dashed line that also crosses the point Q" is the extension of the line that crosses the 

point source of sound Q and the origin (OQ"). According to ray tracing theory [12], 

this skewed line indicates the orientation of the horizontal focus. Therefore the X'Y 

plane shown by the two plots do not depict the horizontal focus along its orientation. 

However, the plots do suggest that the center of the horizontal focus, is correctly 

positioned in the X' and Y direction about y = 0. 

Fig. 4. 7: Magnitude plot of the horizontal focus 

In order to visualize the orientation of the horizontal focus, a plot of the intensity 

distribution in the X' Z' plane is necessary. The method used to obtain the intensity 
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Fig. 4.8: Contour plot of the horizontal focus 

distribution across the X' Z' plane consists of a series of propagations of the diffracted 

spectrum along the Z' axis, such as what was done at the vertical or the horizontal 

focus. But this time a large number of propagations are needed (currently 64). After 

each propagation, we have a 2-D array, representing the intensity of the light field 

at the propagated X'Y plane. Only the [y = 0] row of this 2-D array is retained. 

These rows are then pieced together to form the final2-D array depicting the intensity 

distribution across the X' Z' plane. The program calculates the location of the two 

foci as given by Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). It then makes the appropriate choices to make 
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the propagation range large enough to encompass both foci. The dotted box around 

the two foci in Fig. 4.4 shows the plane depicted in the X' Z' plane plots. 

The X' Z' plane plots generated had the sound source located at two different 

positions, 45 and 22.5 degrees with respect to the -X axis. The plots also had 

some position markers inserted to evaluate our results. These included two solid 

dots representing the center of the foci Q' and Q", the line Q'Q" which depicts the 

nominal direction of propagation, and the line OQ" which depicts the orientation of 

the horizontal focus. The position of those markers were calculated by the program 

using Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) which give the Q' and Q" foci as predicted by geometrical 

optics. Both the ROOT and the KORPEL subroutines were used to generate the X' Z' 

plane plots. Fig. 4.9 shows the result using the ROOT subroutine with the sound 

source (Q) placed at an angle of 45 degrees with respect to the -X axis. Appendix 

B contains the parameters of all the X' Z' plane plots. Both the vertical and the 

horizontal line foci are distinct and clearly visible. The center of both foci match 

very well with the two solid dots. The orientation of the horizontal focus also shows 

good correlation with the line OQ". The next figure (Fig. 4.10) depicts the same 

sound source, but now using the KORPEL subroutine. The contour lines around 

both foci are more jagged. However the orientation of the horizontal line focus still 

matches very well with the line OQ". 
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Fig. 4.9: X' Z' plane with sound source at 45 degrees (Root) 

The next two plots show the intensity distribution of X' Z' plane with the sound 

source placed at an angle of 22.5 degrees with respect to the -X axis. Fig. 4.11 is 

the result using the ROOT subroutine, and it shows that the vertical focus is not as 

well defined as in the previous plots. However the horizontal focus shows very good 

correlation with the line OQ". The center of both foci are still very close to the two 

solid dots. Fig. 4.12 is the result obtained using the KORPEL subroutine. Here it 

is quite noticeable that the orientation of the horizontal focus deviates from the line 

OQ". This difference is attributed to the paraxial nature of the formalism developed 
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Fig. 4.10: X' Z' plane with sound source at 45 degrees (Korpel) 

by Korpel at al. [1]. 
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Fig. 4.11: X'Z' plane with sound source at 22.5 degrees (Root) 
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Fig. 4.12: X'Z' plane with sound source at 22.5 degrees (Korpel) 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

We have developed an expression for the spectrum of the diffracted light field 

based on a geometric interpretation of 3-D acousto-optic diffraction. Our method, as 

compared with Korpel's formalism, is more direct and intuitive, and does not contain 

paraxial constraints. Although the weak interaction assumption can be shown to 

implicitly contain some degree of paraxial constraint, unless a very weak sound field 

is assumed. 

A computer program was developed to simulate anastigmatic Bragg diffraction 

imaging. Although this is a very specific application, it is of interest in that it deals 

with point sources of sound and light, which are three-dimensional. Thus it char

acterizes, in a sense, the spatial impulse response of a typical acousto-optic imaging 

system. 

The results we obtained show good agreement with those derived by ray tracing 

methods. Although ray tracing methods provide a convenient method of qualitatively 

analyzing imaging systems, such as this one, they ignore the effects of light and 

sound diffraction. Comparing the plots generated using the ROOT and the KORPEL 

subroutines, we observed that the results from the ROOT subroutine were in better 

agreement, in terms of the center of the two line foci, and the orientation of the 
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horizontal focus. We attribute this to the fact that Korpel's formalism is paraxial in 

nature, whereas ours is not. 

The next logical improvement to the program would be to extend it to include 

all the modules shown by the flowchart in Chapter III. This would enable it to treat 

arbitrary incident light and sound fields. The additional steps required in the pro

gram would be implementation of the initial 2-D FFT's, and a 2-D interpolation 

scheme. Another improvement would be to replace the Newton-Raphson iteration 

with a closed-form solution for the roots. And finally, it is possible to extend our 

algorithm to treat time-varying sound fields. 

The technique we have developed has immediate applications m the areas of 

acousto-optic imaging and signal processmg. In particular, sound diffraction has 

been known to lend to distortion effects in many acousto-optic signal processing ap

plications. Until recently, it has been difficult to assess the effects of sound diffrac

tion, particularly when 3-D light and/or sound fields are involved. It is hoped that 

this research will eventually provide a tool that can prove useful in the design of 

acousto-optic devices. Furthermore, photorefractive materials essentially constitute 

thick phase gratings, where the grating distribution must also satisfy the Helmholtz 

equation. As such, the gratings are analogous to the sound field used in acousto

optic cells. Hence our technique could also potentially find use in the analysis of 

propagation of probe beams through photorefractive crystals. 
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APPENDIX A 

PROGRAM LISTING 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* Main Routine:xzplane Last Revised on: Mar 26,1992 • 
• 
• Data-file: xzplane.dat 

• 
• 

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
implicit none 
complex j,jkc,sum 
complex gauss_l,gauss_s !declare gauss_l and gauss_s subs. 
complex ffxy(-127:128,-127:128) !2-D Scattered Light Array 
complex spectrum(-127:128,-127:128) 
complex fxz(0:63,0:63) 
complex fc(-127:128) !Array used by the 1-D FFT routine 
real arg1,arg2,arg3,arg4 
common ffxy,fc !Declare both arrays as COMMON 
integer ii,jj,lxm,lxp,lym,lyp,lcm,lcp,sizex,sizey,sizec,nn,ii1 
integer lbint,ubint !(integration bounds) 
integer skipnum,jj1,kk1 
real pi,phib,dd,nO,fnumber,zp,eO,zvf,zhf,oq,zint 
real xstart,xend,zunits,zrpp1,xrpp1,xcpp1,zcpp1 
real t1,xpp,zpp,xvv,zvv,shift,zc1,xc1,zunit1 
real zrpp2,xrpp2,xcpp2,zcpp2,zc2,xc2,zunit2 
real xvzmax,zstart,zend,angle 

C *** Light Variables (Real) *** 
real kl,lambdal,fxl,fyl,fxlrange,fylrange 
real wx,wy,thi,v,pl,wO,fl !v,pl,wO,fl added 4/1/91 

C *** Sound Variables (Real) *** 
real ks,lambdas,fysrange,deltay,fys 
real wsz,wsy,xO,yO,zO 

C **** Integration Variables ************************************* 
real a,b,ci,di,inc,res1,res2,floop 

c 

c 

real xk(8),wk(8) 
integer l,subi,loop 
complex integral1,integral2 

xk(1)=-.9491079123428 
xk(2)=-.7415311855394 
xk(3)=-.4058451513774 
xk(4)=0.0 
xk(5)=+.4058451513774 
xk(6)=+.7415311855394 
xk(7)=+.9491079123428 

wk(1)=.1294849661689 
wk(7)=wk(1) 
wk(2)=.2797053914893 
wk(6)=wk(2) 
wk(3)=.3818300505051 
wk(S)=wk(3) 
wk(4)=.4179591836735 
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c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
pi=3.141692664 
n0=1.6 
lambdal=0.633E-6/n0 
sizex=7 
sizey=7 
sizec=7 
lxm=-(2••sizex)/2+1 
lxp=(2••sizex)/2 
lym=-(2••sizey)/2+1 
lyp=(2••sizey)/2 
lcm=-(2••sizec)/2+1 
lcp=(2••sizec)/2 
ubint=32 
lbint=-ubint 

!index of refraction of glass 
!Be-le laser wavelength in glass 

Define the size of ffxy 
! Define the size of ffxy 
! size of fc 
!lover bound on first index of ffxy 
!upper 11 

!lover bound on second index of ffxy 
!upper 11 

!lover index bound on fc 
!upper index bound on fc 

# integration iterations = 2•ubint 
! 64 ---> -64 

subi=6 !number of intervals for Gauss-Quad. 

c ----------------------------------------------------------------
! j = sqrt(-1) (complex constant) j=cmplx(0.0,1.0) 

kl=2.•pi/lambdal 
lambdas=0.1e-3 
ks=2.•pi/lambdas 
phib=ks/(2.•kl) 

!Wavelength of sound (40Khz in glass) 

!Phi Bragg 
C ***** angle parameter ***** 

angle=22.5 
x0=-2.828427e-2•cos(angle*Pi/180.) 
z0=-2.828427e-2•sin(angle*Pi/180.) 

C xO= -2.e-2 !center of the sound source 
C zO= -2.e-2 

yO=O.O 
write(•,•) 'angle of sound source v/respect to z-axis:',angle 
write(•,•> 
write(•.•) 'Vertical Focus Coordinates in xz-plane' 
zvv=((ks/kl)•(xO•cos(phib)-zO•sin(phib))) 
xvv=((ks/kl)•(xO•sin(phib)-zO•cos(phib))) 

C calculate translation 
xpp=(xvv-tan(phib)•zvv)/(1.+tan(phib)/tan(pi/2.-phib)) 
zpp=-xpp/tan(pi/2.-phib) 
shift=sqrt(xpp**2+zpp**2) 
write(•.•) •x =•,xvv 
write(•,•) 'z =',zvv 
zvf=zvv•1.e3 !location of vertical focus in mm 
oq=(ks/kl)•(zO/xO)•sqrt(z0••2.+x0••2.) 
zhf=oq•cos(atan(x0/z0))•1.e3 !loc. of horz. focus(mm) 
write(•,•) 
write(•.•) 'location of foci in z_prime-axis:• 
write(•.•) •vertical focus at •,zvf•1.e-3 
write(•.•) 'horizontal focus at ',zhf•1.e-3 
write(•.•> 
write(•,•) 'Propagation distance along z_prime-axis:' 
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zstart=(zvf+(((zhf-zvf)/40.0)•(0.-10.0)))•1.e-3 
zend=(zvf+(((zhf-zvf)/40.0)*(63.-10.0)))•1.e-3 
vrite(•.•) 'Zstart =',zstart 
vrite(•.•) 'Zend =',zend 
zunits=(zend-zstart)/63. 
vrite(•,•) 'each unit in plot represent =',zunits 

c -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
c jkc = -0.6jv, vhere v is the 'Raman-lath' parameter(peak sound-
c induced cummulative phase shift). (See Korpel's Acousto-optics) 
c Rote, v also contains the sound amplitude term So, so set So=1. 

v=pi/4. ! Typical Raman-lath parameter(veak interaction) 
jkc=-0.6•j•v !Constants in front of the integral 

c -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
C *** Gauss_l and Gauss_s constants definition *** 
C *** Gauss_s (Gaussian Sound field tovards the I-axis) *** 
c -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

vsz= 3.6•lambdas !vaist in z and y direction 
vsy= vsz ! vsz=0.36mm vsy=0.35mm(approximates point source) 

c -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
pl = 5.e-3 !laser pover (vatts) 
vO = 2.e-2 !vaist of beam incident on focusing lens 
fl = 10.e-2 !focal length of focusing lens 
fnumber = fl/vO 
vx=(lambdal•fnumber)/(nO•pi) 
vy=vx !circular Gaussian beam for nov 
eO=(vO/vx)•sqrt(2.•pl*377.•nO/pi) 

c -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
thi= -phib !tilt of the incident light field 

c note - thi changed from phib to -phib 4/1/91 
c ***************************************************************** 

c 
deltay=2.e-3 
fysrange=3./deltay 

!height of transducer elements 
!Fy (sound) - half range of integration 

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C • fysrange changed to reflect range of interacting * 
C * sound plane vaves(see our paper on Bragg Diffr. Imging * 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

skipnum=O !# of skipped iterations due to small Jacobian 
fysrange=2.•min(((lambdal•zO)/(pi•vy•xO•lambdas)),1./(pi•vsy)) 
fxlrange=2.1•(1./(pi•vx)) !range of fx (light) 
fylrange=2.1•(1./(pi•vy)) !range of fy (light) 
vrite(•,•) 
vrite(•.•) 
vrite(•,•) 
vrite(•,•) 
vrite(•,•) 

'fxl_range 
'fyl_range 
'Fys_range 

=',fxlrange 
=',fylrange 
=',fysrange 

vrite(•,•) 'vaist of Gaussian sound source =•,vsy 
vrite(•.•) 'sound source located at: ' 
vrite(•,•) 'x =',xO 
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vrite(•,•) 'z =',zO 
vrite(•,•) 'wavelength of sound =',lambdas 
vrite(•,•) 
vrite(•,•) 'waist of Gaussian light source =',vx 
vrite(•,•) 'light source located at: origin' 
vrite(•,•) 'wavelength of light =',lambdal 
write(•,•) 
write(•,•) 'Bragg angle =',phib 
write(•,•) 
t1=fxlrange•(1.+63./64.) 
t1=1./t1 !frequency range of each interval 
write(•,•) 'Range of x_prime axis shown in plot:' 
xstart=shift+(-t1•62.) 
write(•,•) •x_prime lover =',xstart 
xend=shift+(t1•64.) 
write(•,•) •x_prime upper =',xend 
vrite(•,•) 'each unit in plot represent =',t1•2. 
write(•,•) 'aspect ratio of plot (z/x)=',(zend-zstart)/(t1•126) 
write(•,•) 'center of x_prime axis (32) =',shift 
write(•,•) 

C *** Generates results for Mathematica to plot lines *** 
write(*,*) •--- Results for Mathematica ---' 
zrpp1=zend•cos(-phib)+xstart•sin(-phib) 
xrpp1=-zend•sin(-phib)+xstart•cos(-phib) 
xcpp1=(-tan(phib)•zrpp1+xrpp1)/(1.-tan(phib)/tan((90.-angle)* 

+ pi/180.)) 
zcpp1=xcpp1/tan((90.-angle)•pi/180.) 
zc1=zcpp1•cos(phib)+xcpp1•sin(phib) 
xc1=-zcpp1•sin(phib)+xcpp1•cos(phib) 
zunit1=(zc1-zstart)/(zunits) 
write(•,•) 'h_focus crosses at:' 

C ! ! added one to each since Mathematica starts at 1 not 0 
write(•,•) 'units in z_prime axis',zunit1+1. 
write(•,•) 'units in x_prime axis',(xc1-xstart)/(t1•2.)+1. 

zrpp2=zend•cos(-phib)+xend•sin(-phib) 
xrpp2=-zend•sin(-phib)+xend•cos(-phib) 
xcpp2=(-tan(phib)•zrpp2+xrpp2)/(1.-tan(phib)/tan((90.-angle)• 

+ pi/180.)) 
zcpp2=xcpp2/tan((90.-angle)*pi/180.) 
zc2=zcpp2•cos(phib)+xcpp2•sin(phib) 
xc2=-zcpp2•sin(phib)+xcpp2•cos(phib) 
zunit2=(zc2-zstart)/(zunits) 
write(•,•) 'h_focus crosses at:' 

C ! ! added one to each since Mathematica starts at 1 not 0 
write(•,•) 'units in z_prime axis',zunit2+1. 
write(•,•) 'units in x_prime axis',(xc2-xstart)/(t1•2.)+1. 
write(•,•) 
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vrite(•,•) 'Vertical focus:',(zvf•1e-3-zstart)/zunits + 1. 
vrite(•,•) 'Horizontal focus:•,(zhf•1e-3-zstart)/zunits + 1. 
vrite(•,•) 
vrite(•,•) 'executing main loop' 
vrite(•,•) 

do 100 ii=lxm,lxp !loop in fxl 
fxl=fxlrange•(float(ii)/float(lxp)) + 0.5/lambdas 
write(•,•) ii,' of ',lxp 

do 200 jj=lym,lyp !loop in fyl 
fyl=fylrange•(float(jj)/float(lyp)) 

C Integration variable -> fys 

!shift added 

sum=(O.O,O.O) !Integration result (complex) 
a=-fysrange ! Lower bound of integration G.Q. 
b=fysrange ! Upper bound 
integral2=(0.0,0.0) 
inc=(b-a)/float(subi) 

do 101 loop=1,subi 
floop=float(loop) 
ci=a+(floop-1.)•inc 
di=a+(floop)•inc 
integral1=(0.0,0.0) 
res1=(di-ci)/2. 
res2=(di+ci)/2. 
do 91 1=1,7 
fys=res1•xk(l)+res2 

C ••• low call root finding subroutine ••• 
C •• The subroutine returns value in arg1,arg2,arg3 •• 

call root(fxl,fyl,fys,lambdal,kl,lambdas,ks,arg1,arg2,arg3) 
C call Korpel(fxl,fyl,fys,lambdal,kl,lambdas,ks,arg1,arg2,arg3) 

arg4=fys 

91 integral1=integral1+wk(l)•gauss_l(wx,wy,thi,arg1,arg2,lambdal)• 
+ gauss_s(wsz,wsy,arg3,arg4,xO,yO,zO,lambdas) 

101 integral2=integral2+integral1•res1 
C •••••••• end of innermost loop ***************** 

sum=integral2•jkc•eO 
200 spectrum(ii,jj)=sum•cexp(-j•2.*Pi*fxl•shift) 
100 continue 

write(•,•) 'diffracted spectrum computed' 
write(•,•) 'now doing FFT2D ... • 

C The interval was enlarged to cover both foci 
zint=(zhf-zvf)/40.0 
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do 110 kk1=0,63 
write(•,•) kk1 
zp=(zvf+(zint•(float(kk1)-10.0)))•1e-3 
do 111 ii1=lxm,lxp 
do 113 jj1=lym,lyp 
fxl=fxlrange•(float(ii1)/float(lxp)) + 0.6/lambdas 
fyl=fylrange•(float(jj1)/float(lyp)) 

C ******** Propagator Term Applied *************** 
ffxy(ii1,jj1)=spectrum(ii1,jj1)•cexp(-(j*kl•zp•sqrt(1.

+ (lambdal•fxl)••2-(lambdal•fyl)**2))) 
113 continue 
111 continue 

C call FFT2D subroutine to get the real field 
dd=+1. !Do forward transform 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C Rote: we'll center the result by first multiplying ea. element • 
C by -1••(ii+jj) prior to doing the 20-FFT • 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

do 440 ii=lxm,lxp !loop in fxl 
do 430 jj=lym,lyp !loop in fyl 
nn=(-1)••(iabs(ii+jj)) 

430 ffxy(ii,jj)=float(nn)•ffxy(ii,jj) 
440 continue 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

call FFT2D(lxm,lxp,lym,lyp,lcm,lcp,dd) 

do 460 ii1=0, 63 
ii=(ii1-31)•lxp/32 
fxz(ii1,kk1)=ffxy(ii,O) 

!for sizex=7 ii=-62 to 64 

450 continue 
110 continue 

C •••• Write the xyplane to a data-file [ xzplane.dat J•••• 
open(16,file='xzplane.dat',access='sequential',status='unknown') 
xvzmax=O.O 
do 976 ii=0,63 

do 978 jj=0,63 
t1=cabs(fxz(ii,jj))••2 
if (t1. gt. xvzmax) xvzmax=t1 

978 continue 
976 continue 

write(•.•) 'xvzmax = ',xvzmax 
do 105 ii=0,63 

do 107 jj=0,63 
write(16,202) (cabs(fxz(ii,jj))••2)/xvzmax 

202 format(F6.3) 
107 continue 
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105 continue 
close(16) 
end 

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C * Main Routine:xyplane Last Revised on: Feb 2,1992 * 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 

• 
* Data-file: xyplane.dat 

* 
* 

***************************************************************** 
implicit none 
complex j,jkc,sum 
complex gauss_l,gauss_s !declare gauss_l and gauss_s subs. 
complex ffxy(-255:256,-127:128) !2-D Scattered Light Array 
-255 --> 256 : 2••9=512 # of elements (fx loop) 
-127 --> 128 : 2••8=256 # of elements (fy loop) 
complex fc(-127:128) !Array used by the 1-D FFT routine 
common ffxy,fc !Declare both arrays as COMMON 
integer ii,jj,lxm,lxp,lym,lyp,lcm,lcp,sizex,sizey,sizec,nn 
integer lbint,ubint !(integration bounds) 
integer ite,skipnum 
real pi,phib,dd,nO,fnumber,zp,eO,zvf,zhf,oq 
real a_,b_,c_,d_,e_,a_1,b_1,c_1,ans,a_2,b_2,c_2,d_2 
real zero1,zero1max,f_,g_,h_,i_,k_,x_,y_,f1,f2,m_,n_,p_ 
real df1dx,df1dy,df2dx,df2dy,jacob,ajacob,hsum,ksum 
real f1max,f2max,shift,xvv,zvv,xpp,zpp,xmax 

C *** Light Variables (Real) *** 
real kl,lambdal,fxl,fyl,fxlrange,fylrange 
real wx,wy,thi,arg1,arg2,v,pl,w0,fl !v,pl,wO,fl added 4/1/91 
real phi,phip,phiinc,phiincp,xold,yold,x 

C *** Sound Variables (Real) *** 

c 

c 

c 

real 
real 
real 

ks,lambdas,fysrange,deltay,fys 
wsz,wsy,arg3,arg4,xO,yO,z0,gammap,gamma 
sgamma,sgammap 

**** 
real 

Integration Variables ************************************* 
a,b,ci,di,inc,res1,res2,floop 

real xk(8),wk(8) 
integer l,subi,loop 
complex integral1,integral2 

xk(1)=-.9491079123428 
xk(2)=-.7415311855394 
xk(3)=-.4058451513774 
xk(4)=0.0 
xk(6)=+.4058451513774 
xk(6)=+.7415311855394 
xk(7)=+.9491079123428 

wk(1)=.1294849661689 
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vk(7)=vk(1) 
vk(2)=.2797063914893 
vk(6)=vk(2) 
vk(3)=.3818300606061 
vk(6)=vk(3) 
vk(4)=.4179691836736 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
pi=3.141692664 
n0=1.6 
lambdal=0.633E-6/n0 
sizex=7 
sizey=7 
sizec=7 
lxm=-(2••sizex)/2+1 
lxp=(2••sizex)/2 
lym=-(2••sizey)/2+1 
lyp=(2••sizey)/2 
lcm=-(2••sizec)/2+1 
lcp=(2••sizec)/2 
ubint=32 
lbint=-ubint 

!index of refraction of glass 
!He-le laser wavelength in glass 

Define the size of ffxy 
! Define the size of ffxy 
! size of fc 
!lover bound on first index of ffxy 
!upper " 
!lover bound on second index of ffxy 
!upper " 
!lover index bound on fc 
!upper index bound on fc 
! # integration iterations = 2•ubint 
! 64 ---> -64 

subi=4 !number of intervals for Gauss-Quad. 
write(•.•) 
vrite(•.•) 'sub_intervals = •,subi 

c ----------------------------------------------------------------
! j = sqrt( -1) (complex constant) j=cmplx(0.0,1.0) 

kl=2.•pi/lambdal 
lambdas=O.le-3 
ks=2.•pi/lambdas 
phib=ks/(2.•kl) 
xO= -2.e-2 

!Wavelength of sound (40Khz in glass) 

!Phi Bragg 
!center of the sound source 

zO= -2.e-2 
yO=O. 
zvf=(ks/kl)•x0•1.e3 !location of vertical focus in mm 
oq=(ks/kl)•(zO/xO)•sqrt(z0••2.+x0••2.) 
zhf=oq•cos(atan(x0/z0)-0.6•ks/kl)•1.e3 !loc. of horz. focus(mm) 

zvv=((ks/kl)•(xO•cos(phib)-zO•sin(phib))) 
xvv=((ks/kl)•(xO•sin(phib)-zO•cos(phib))) 

C calculate translation 
xpp=(xvv-tan(phib)•zvv)/(l.+tan(phib)/tan(pi/2.-phib)) 
zpp=-xpp/tan(pi/2.-phib) 
shift=sqrt(xpp**2+zpp**2) 
vrite(•.•) 'shift =',shift 
vrite(•.•) 
vrite(•,•) •vertical focus at •,zvf,' mm' 
vrite(•,•) 'horizontal focus at ',zhf,' mm' 
vrite(•,•) 

c ••• Propagation distance (zp) set to horizontal focus *** 
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zp=zhf 
zp=zp•1e-3 ! convert to meters 

c -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
c jkc = -0.6jv, where v is the 'Raman-lath' parameter(peak sound-
c induced cummulative phase shift). (See Korpel's Acousto-optics) 
c lote, v also contains the sound amplitude term So, so set So=1. 

v=pi/4. ! Typical Raman-lath parameter(veak interaction) 
jkc=-0.6•j•v !Constants in front of the integral 

c -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
C ••• Gauss_l and Gauss_s constants definition ••• 
C *** Gauss_s (Gaussian Sound field towards the X-axis) *** 
c -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

vsz= 6.•lambdas !waist in z and y direction 
vsy= vsz ! vsz=0.6mm vsy=O.Smm(approximates point source) 

c -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
C *** Gauss_l (Gaussian Incident light field) *** 
c fnumber=7.6 !(based on typical value fl=15cm, D=2cm) 
c vx=lambdal•fnumber/pi ! vx=vy=1um 
c vy=vx 
c -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 

pl = S.e-3 !laser power (watts) 
vO = 2.e-2 !waist of beam incident on focusing lens 
fl = 10.e-2 !focal length of focusing lens 
fnumber = fl/vO 
vx=(lambdal•fnumber)/(nO•pi) 
vy=vx !circular Gaussian beam for nov 
eO=(vO/vx)•sqrt(2.•pl•377.•nO/pi) 

c -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-= 
thi= -phib !tilt of the incident light field 

c note - thi changed from phib to -phib 4/1/91 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c 
deltay=2.e-3 
fysrange=3./deltay 

!height of transducer elements 
!Fy (sound) - half range of integration 

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C • fysrange changed to reflect range of interacting • 
C • sound plane vaves(see our paper on Bragg Diffr. Imging * 
c ···································**····················· C skipnum=O 

fysrange=2.•min(((lambdal•zO)/(pi•vy•xO•lambdas)),1./(pi•vsy)) 
fxlrange=2.•(1./(pi•vx)) !range of fx (light) 
fylrange=2.•(1./(pi•vy)) !range of fy (light) 
write(•,•) 'executing main loop ... ' 
do 100 ii=lxm,lxp !loop in fxl 
fxl=fxlrange•(float(ii)/float(lxp)) + 0.5/lambdas !shift added 
write(•,•) ii,' of ',lxp 
do 200 jj=lym,lyp !loop in fyl 
fyl=fylrange•(float(jj)/float(lyp)) 

C Integration variable = fys 
sum=(O.O,O.O) !Integration result (complex) 
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a=-fysrange ! Lover bound of integration G.Q. 
b=fysrange ! Upper bound 
integral2=(0.0,0.0) 
inc=(b-a)/float(subi) 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C * streamlining the integration loop using the * 
C * temporary variables * 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C ******** beginning of innermost loop *********** 

do 101 loop=1,subi 

c 

c 

c 

floop=float(loop) 
ci=a+(floop-1.)•inc 
di=a+(floop)•inc 
integral1=(0.0,0.0) 
res1=(di-ci)/2. 
res2=(di+ci)/2. 
do 91 1=1,7 
fys=res1•xk(l)+res2 

phi=asin(lambdal•fxl) 
phip=asin(lambdal•fyl) 
gammap=asin(lambdas•fys) 
b_=1-(lambdas•fys)••2 
c_=lambdal•fxl 
d_=lambdas•fys•lambdal*fyl 
a_=sqrt(1-(lambdal•fxl)••2-(lambdal•fyl)••2) 
e_=sin(phib) 

a_1=-(a_•a_)-(c_•c_) 
b_1=2.•e_•a_-2.•d-•a_ 
c_1=c_•c-•b_-e_•e_-d_•d_+2.•e-•d_ 

if (fxl.GE.O.) then 
ans=(-b_1+sqrt(b_1•b_1-4.•a_1•c_1))/(2.•a_1) 

else 
ans=(-b_1-sqrt(b_1*b_1-4.•a_1•c_1))/(2.•a_1) 

end if 
sgamma=ans ! answer computed 
sgammap=lambdas•fys 
f_=sqrt(1.-sgamma•sgamma-sgammap•sgammap) 
g_=sgammap 
h_=sgamma 
i_=lambdal•fyl 
k_=cos(2.•phib) 
m_=f-•f_+h_•h_ 
n_=g-•g_+h_•h_ 
p_=c_•c_+a_•a_ 
phiinc=phi-2.•phib+ks/kl•((gammap•gammap)/2.) 
phiincp=phip-ks/kl•gammap 
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x_=sin(phiinc) 
y_=sin(phiincp) 
xold=x_ 
yold=y_ 
do 266 ite=1,2 

f1=(m_)•x-•x_+(n_)*Y-*J_+2.*f-•g_•x-•y_ 
f1=f1+2.•e-*f-•x_+2.•e-•g-•y_+e_•e_-h_*h_ 
f2=(p_)•x-•x_+(i_•i_+a_•a_)*Y-*J_+2.•c-•i_•x_•y_ 
f2=f2-2.•k-*c-•x_-2.*k-*i-•y_+k_*k_-a_•a_ 
df1dx=2.•(m_)•x_+2.•(f_*g_)•y_+2.•e_•f_ 
df1dy=2.•(n_)•y_+2.*(f_•g_)•x_+2.•e_•g_ 
df2dx=2.•(p_)•x_+2.•(c_•i_)•y_-2.•k-*c_ 
df2dy=2.•(i_•i_+a_•a_)•y_+2.•(c_•i_)•x_-2.•k-•i_ 
jacob=df1dx*df2dy-df2dx•df1dy 
ajacob=abs(jacob) 
if (ajacob .LT. 1e-6) then 

x_=xold 
y_=yold 

C skipnum=skipnum+1 
goto 97 

end if 
hsum=(-f1*df2dy+f2*df1dy)/jacob 
ksum=(-df1dx•f2+df2dx•f1)/jacob 
x_=x_+hsum 
y_=y_+ksum 

266 continue 

C phiinc=asin(x_) 
C phiincp=asin(y_) 

97 arg1=x_/lambdal 
arg3=sgamma/lambdas 
arg2=y_/lambdal 
arg4=fys 

91 integral1=integral1+vk(l)•gauss_l(vx,vy,thi,arg1,arg2,1ambdal)• 
+ gauss_s(vsz,vsy,arg3,arg4,xO,yO,zO,lambdas) 

101 integral2=integral2+integral1•res1 
C ******** end of innermost loop ***************** 

sum=integral2*jkc•eO 
C ******** Propagator Term Applied *************** 

sum=sum•cexp(-(j*kl*zp*sqrt(1.-(lambdal•fxl)••2-(lambdal* 
+ fyl)••2)))•cexp(-j•2.*pi*fxl•shift) 

200 ffxy(ii,jj)=sum !store result of integration in FFXY 
100 continue 

C call FFT2D subroutine to get the real field 
dd=+1. !Do forvard transform 
vrite(•,•> 'doing FFT2D ... • 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

430 
440 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
lote: we'll center the result by first multiplying ea. element • 
by -1••(ii+jj) prior to doing the 2D-FFT • 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
do 440 ii=lxm,lxp !loop in fxl 
do 430 jj=lym,lyp !loop in fyl 
nn=(-1)••(iabs(ii+jj)) 
ffxy(ii,jj)=float(nn)•ffxy(ii,jj) 
continue 

call FFT2D(lxm,lxp,lym,lyp,lcm,lcp,dd) 

C ** Create a data-file ** 
write(•.•) 'doing wrtmesh ... • 
open (16,file=•xyplane.dat•,access='sequential',status=•unknown•) 
xmax=-1000. 
do 6010 jj=lym,lyp !first find the normalization constant 

do 6000 ii=lxm,lxp 
x=cabs(ffxy(ii,jj))••2 
if (x .gt. xmax) then 

xmax=x 
end if 

6000 continue 
6010 continue 

write(*,*) •xmax = •,xmax 

C *** Now write out the result to file *** 
C *** loop increment in step of 2 to reduce array to 64x64 *** 
C *** assuming ffxy is a 128x128 array *** 

do 6030 jj=(lym+1),lyp,2 
do 6020 ii=(lxm+1),lxp,2 

x=(cabs(ffxy(ii,jj))••2)/xmax 
write(16,6102) x 

6102 format(F5.3) 
6020 continue 
6030 continue 

close(16) 
end 

c ******************************************************** 
C * Routine to solve the nonlinear simultaneous equations• 
C * using Korpel•s solution as an initial approximation, * 
C * Newton-Rapson root finding method is used * 
c ******************************************************** 

subroutine root(fxl,fyl,fys,lambdal,kl,lambdas,ks, 
+ arg1,arg2,arg3) 
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c 

c 

real fxl,fyl,fys,lambdal,lambdas,kl,ks,arg1,arg2,arg3 
real phi,phip,gammap,phib 
real b_,c_,d_,a_,e_,xold,yold 
real a_1,b_1,c_1,ans 
real sgamma,sgammap,f_,g_,h_,i_,k_,m_,n_,p_,x_,y_ 
real phiinc,phiincp,hsum,ksum 
real f1,f2,df1dx,df1dy,df2dx,df2dy,jacob,ajacob 
integer i 

phib=ks/(2.•kl) 
phi=asin(lambdal•txl) 
phip=asin(lambdal•fyl) 
gammap=asin(lambdas•tys) 
b_=1-(lambdas•fys)••2 
c_=lambdal•fxl 
d_=lambdas•fys•lambdal•fyl 
a_=sqrt(1-(lambdal•fxl)••2-(lambdal•fyl)••2) 
e_=sin(phib) 

a_1=-(a_•a_)-(c_•c_) 
b_1=2.•e-•a_-2.•d_•a_ 
c_1=c_•c-•b_-e_•e_-d_•d_+2.•e-•d_ 

if (fxl.GE.O.) then 
ans=(-b_1+sqrt(b_1•b_1-4.•a_1•c_1))/(2.•a_1) 

else 
ans=(-b_1-sqrt(b_1*b_1-4.•a_1•c_1))/(2.•a_1) 

end if 
sgamma=ans 
sgammap=lambdas•fys 
f_=sqrt(1.-sgamma•sgamma-sgammap•sgammap) 
g_=sgammap 
h_=sgamma 
i_=lambdal•fyl 
k_=cos(2.•phib) 
m_=f_*f_+h_*h_ 
n_=g_•g_+h_*h_ 
p_=c_•c_+a_•a_ 

C *** Initial Approximations next 2 lines *** 
phiinc=phi-2.•phib+ks/kl•((gammap•gammap)/2.) 
phiincp=phip-ks/kl•gammap 
x_=sin(phiinc) 
y_=sin(phiincp) 
xold=x_ 
yold=y_ 
do 266 i=1,6 

f1=(m_)•x-•x_+(n_)•y_•y_+2.•f-*g_•x-•y_ 
f1=f1+2.•e_•f_•x_+2.•e_•g-•y_+e_•e_-h_•h_ 
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f2=(p_)•x-•x_+(i_•i_+a_•a_)•y_•y_+2.•c_•i-•x_•y_ 
f2=f2-2.•k-•c-•x_-2.•k-•i-•y_+k_•k_-a_•a_ 
df1dx=2.•(m_)•x_+2.•(t_•g_)•y_+2.•e-•f_ 
df1dy=2.•(n_)•y_+2.•(f_*g_)•x_+2.•e_•g_ 
df2dx=2.•(p_)•x_+2.•(c_•i_)•y_-2.•k-•c_ 
df2dy=2.•(i_•i_+a_•a_)•y_+2.•(c_•i_)•x_-2.•k-•i_ 
jacob=df1dx•df2dy-df2dx•df1dy 
ajacob=abs(jacob) 
if (ajacob .LT. 1e-5) then 

x_=xold 
y_=yold 

C skipnum=skipnum+l 
goto 97 

end if 
hsum=(-f1•df2dy+f2*df1dy)/jacob 
ksum=(-df1dx•f2+df2dx•f1)/jacob 
x_=x_+hsum 
y_=y_+ksum 

256 continue 

97 argl=x_/lambdal 
arg3=sgamma/lambdas 
arg2=y_/lambdal 
return 
end 

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c 
c 
c 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• This subroutine generates Korpel's Solutions * 
******************************************************** 

subroutine Korpel(fxl,fyl,fys,lambdal,kl,lambdas,ks, 
+ arg1,arg2,arg3) 

real fxl,fyl,fys,lambdal,lambdas,kl,ks,argl,arg2,arg3 
real phi,phip,gammap,phib 
real gamma 
real phiinc,phiincp 

phib=ks/(2.•kl) 
phi=asin(lambdal•fxl) 
phip=asin(lambdal*fyl) 
gammap=asin(lambdas•fys) 

C ** Korpel's solutions ** 
phiinc=phi-2.*phib+(ks/kl)•((gammap•gammap)/2.) 
phiincp=phip-(ks/kl)•gammap 
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gamma=-phi+phib-gammap•phip+(ks/kl)•((gammap•gammap)/2.) 

arg3=sin(gamma)/lambdas 
arg1=sin(phiinc)/lambdal 
arg2=sin(phiincp)/lambdal 

return 
end 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C * FUICTION TO DEFINE AN ELLIPTICAL GAUSSIAN SOUND FIELD SPECTRUM * 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C *Note, sO now included in Raman-Nath parameter (v), so eliminate 
C * it from this routine altogether, and consider this sound routine 
C • to give the normalized sound field 

function gauss_s(wsz,wsy,arg3,arg4,xO,yO,zO,lambdas) 
C arg3 <==> fsz; arg4 <==> fsy 

complex gauss_s,j,xx,t1 
real wsz,wsy,arg3,arg4,xO,yO,zO,lambdas,pi,k 
pi=3.141592654 
k=2.•pi/lambdas 
j=cmplx(0.0,1.0) 
t1=j•2.•pi 
xx=pi•vsz•wsy•exp(-(pi•wsz•arg3)••2)•exp(-(pi•wsy•arg4)••2) 
xx=xx•cexp(t1•arg3•zO)•cexp(t1•arg4•yO) 
xx=xx•cexp(j•k•xO•sqrt(1.-(lambdas•arg3)••2-(lambdas•arg4)**2)) 
gauss_s=xx 
return 
end 

c ****************************************************************** 

c *********************************************************************** 
C * FUNCTION TO DEFINE AN ELLIPTICAL GAUSSIAN INC. LIGHT FIELD SPECTRUM * 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

function gauss_l(wx,wy,thi,arg1,arg2,lambdal) 
c note: the incident Gaussian light field spectrum is real valued 
c therefore I have changed the routine accordingly to speed up 
c execution 
C arg1 <==> flx; arg2 <==> fly 
C EO is computed in the main routine-let this function routine give 
C the normalized incident light field 

complex gauss_l 
real wx,vy,arg1,arg2,lambdal,pi,thi,xx 
pi=3.141592654 

C k=2.•pi/lambdal !(not used) 
xx=pi•wx•wy•exp(-(pi•wx•(arg1-thi/lambda1))••2) 
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c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 

3180 

3175 
3200 

c 

3160 

3165 
3170 
c 

c 

c 
c 
c 

+ •exp(-(pi•vy•arg2)••2) 
gauss_l=cmplx(xx,O.O) 
return 
end 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
* SUBROUTINE TO PERFORM A 2-D FFT • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine ttt2d(lxm,lxp,lym,lyp,lcm,lcp,dd) 
integer lxm,lxp,lym,lyp,lcm,lcp,ix,iy,ln 
real dd !dd=+1. ==> torvard xtorm, dd=-1. ==> reverse xform 
complex ffxy(-127:128,-127:128),fc(-127:128) 
common ffxy,fc 
!array ffxy passed by common statement to this routine 
!array fc passed to the 1-d ftt routine by common statement 
! take the 2d xform-do the rovs first 
do 3200 ix=lxm,lxp 
vrite(•,•) • rov • ,ix, • of • ,lxp 
do 3180 iy=lym,lyp 
fc(iy)=ffxy(ix,iy) 
ln=int(.6+log(float(lyp)-float(lym)+1.)/log(2.)) 
call ftt(lxm,lxp,lym,lyp,lcm,lcp,ln,dd) 
do 3175 iy=lym,lyp 
tfxy(ix,iy)=fc(iy) 
continue 
! nov do the columns 
do 3170 iy=lym,lyp 
vrite(•,•) • column • ,iy, • of • ,lyp 
do 3160 ix=lxm,lxp 
fc(ix)=ffxy(ix,iy) 
ln=int(.5+log(float(lxp)-float(lxm)+1.)/log(2.)) 
call fft(lxm,lxp,lym,lyp,lcm,lcp,ln,dd) 
do 3165 ix=lxm,lxp 
ffxy(ix,iy)=fc(ix) 
continue 
vrite(•,•) 'FFT2D done• 
return 
end 
··········································••*********** 

*************************************************** 
* ROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE FFT. • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
subroutine fft(lxm,lxp,lym,lyp,lcm,lcp,ln,dd) 
integer lxm,lxp,lym,lyp,lcm,lcp,ln 
integer n,nv2,nm1,ii,jj,kk,le,le1,ip,i,j,k 
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real dd,pi 
complex ttxy(-127:128,-127:128) 
complex tc(-127:128),u,w,t 
common ttxy,tc 
pi=3.141692664 
n=2••ln 
nv2=n/2 
nm1=n-1 
j=1 
do 73 i=1,nm1 
it (i .ge. j) go to 71 
jj=j-nv2 
ii=i-nv2 
t=tc(jj) 
tc(jj)=fc(ii) 
fc(ii)=t 

71 k=nv2 
72 if (k .ge. j) go to 73 

j=j-k 
k=k/2 
go to 72 

73 j=j+k 
do 76 1=1,ln 
le=2••1 
le1=le/2 
u=cmplx(1.0,0.0) 
w=cmplx(cos(pi/le1),-dd*sin(pi/le1)) 
do 75 j=1,le1 
do 74 i=j,n,le 
ip=i+le1 
kk=ip-nv2 
ii=i-nv2 
t=fc(kk)•u 
fc(kk)=fc(ii)-t 

74 fc(ii)=fc(ii)+t 
76 u=u•w 

if (dd .le. 0) goto 77 
do 76 i=1,n 
ii=i-nv2 

76 fc(ii)=fc(ii)/float(n) 
77 return 

end 
c *************************************************** 
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APPENDIX B 

PLOT PARAMETERS 
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Parameters for Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 

angle of sound source w/respect to -Z axis: 46.0 

Vertical Focus Coordinates in XZ plane 
X = 8.42217269E-OS 
z = -8.42217269E-OS 

location of foci in z• axis: 
vertical focus at -8.44000024E-OS 
horizontal focus at 8.4S77899SE-OS 

Propagation distance along Z' axis: 
Zstart = -1.26644474E-04 
Zend = 1.3949S722E-04 
each unit in plot represent = 4.22444737E-06 

fxl_range = 1492890.875000000 
fyl_range = 1492890.875000000 
Fys_range = 1818.913696289 

waist of Gaussian sound source = 3.49999988E-04 
sound source located at: 
x = -1.99999996E-02 
z = -1.99999996E-02 
wavelength of sound = 9.99999975E-05 

waist of Gaussian light source = 4.47755895E-07 
light source located at: origin 
wavelength of light = 4.21999999E-07 

Bragg angle= 2.11000000E-03 

Range of X' axis shown in plot: 
x• lower = 6.34706594E-05 
x• upper = 1.06002946E-04 
each unit in plot represent= 6.75115700E-07 
aspect ratio of plot (Z/X)= 6.257368088 
center of X' axis (32) = 8.43992457E-05 
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Parameters for Fig. 4.11 and Fig.4.12 

angle of sound source w/respect to -z axis: 22.6 

Vertical Focus Coordinates in XZ plane 
X = 4.64441724E-06 
z = -1.10177280E-04 

location of foci in Z' axis along Q'Q'': 
vertical focus at -1.10273912E-04 
horizontal focus at 1.90163619E-OS 

Propagation distance along Z' axis: 
Zstart = -1.42596473E-04 
Zend = 6.10356874E-OS 
each unit in plot represent = 3.23226640E-06 

fxl_range = 1492890.876000000 
fyl_range = 1492890.875000000 
Fys_range = 1818.913696289 

waist of Gaussian sound source = 3.49999988E-04 
sound source located at: 
x = -2.61312674E-02 
z = -1.08239222E-02 
wavelength of sound = 9.99999976E-06 

waist of Gaussian light source = 4.47755896E-07 
light source located at: origin 
wavelength of light = 4.21999999E-07 

Bragg angle = 2.11000000E-03 

Range of X' axis shown in plot: 
x' lower = 2.47479584E-OS 
x' upper= 6.72802489E-OS 
each unit in plot represent= 6.75116700E-07 
aspect ratio of plot (Z/X)= 4.787707329 
center of X' axis (32) = 4.66765447E-OS 
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